
Whether you’re throwing an 

elegant bridal shower or you just 

want some fresh new décor, we’ve 

got all the DIY’d-and-true 

FLORAL PROJECTS 

you could ever wish for!

blooming genius
{CREAT IVE INSP IRAT IONS        FROM HOBBY LOBBY®}free



 LIGHTEN up
This all-a-rose chandelier is what DIY dreams are 
made of! Gather a few wire-wrapped jars (Home 
Accents Department), a medley of faux flowers, some 
twine and a sturdy support to hang it all from (we 
used an iron wall decoration). Then tie the jars to the 
support at varying heights and embellish with 
flowers. Note: Not intended for use with real candles.

 WRAP party
Brown paper packages tied up with string? Not at 
this rosy-posy party! We gave our gift boxes the 
star treatment: glitzy wrapping paper, shimmery 
tulle, organza ribbon and look-at-me roses. Now 
that’s a wrap!
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BLOOM
with a view
From the made-to-impress 

chandelier and the designer- 
inspired curtain ties to the 
focal-point frame and the 

pretty-in-petal monogram, 
this rose-studded gala’s got 

it goin’ on! And thanks to 
their bold colors and variety 
of sizes, a few well-placed 

blooms go a long way. 
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 PRETTY as a posy
Every garden-fresh gathering needs a magazine-worthy 
statement piece—and this trio of blooms delivers just 
that. Start by painting an oversized frame and then 
glue in rose stems and filler garland. The end result is 
simplicity-chic!

 LETTER luck
Here’s a simple-to-make take on the all-about- 
monograms trend.

1. Lay paper-maché letter flat on work surface.
2. Cut along edges to remove front of letter.
3. Paint desired color.
4. Fill hollowed-out letter with roses and greenery.

 FLOWER up
We’re leaving no petal unturned at this party. Even the 
drapes get in on the fun. Make your own plenty-of-petals 
curtain ties out of leafy garland, faux roses and some 
rustic twine. Then tie those curtains back, and let the sun 
shine on your flowery fête!
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at first BLUSH
Setting the scene for a rosy-day bridal shower, Saturday brunch or birthday party starts with an attention-to-detail 

tablescape. And it all comes together with a trend-forward color scheme and a few belle-of-the-ball DIYs. 
CENTERPIECE: gold-painted candlestick topped with rose-decked foam ball

TABLE RUNNER: collection of faux flowers (with stems removed) adhered to length of burlap
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1. HAVE A ROSE
Partygoers will certainly appreciate seeing their names in 
bloom, and lucky for you, that’s an easy party trick to pull 
off. Just paint place card holders to match your décor and 
then wrap them in glitter paper. Then glue on a sweet 
little rosebud and slide in a name card.

2. RING AROUND THE ROSE
DIYing everything from the table runner to the napkin 
rings is a right-as-roses way to make sure this party is 
one your guests will never forget. Simply coil the stems 
of rosebuds and slide them on napkins for an elegant 
twist on table décor.

3. ALL IN FAVOR
For a simply sweet party favor that shows you care, tie 
ribbon to gift tags (we glittered the edges for a bit of 
extra glam), glue on a mini rosebud, and glue the tag to 
a goody-filled favor bag. Talk about minimal effort for 
maximum style!
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DO NOT ALLOW CHILDREN TO COMPLETE PROJECTS ALONE. ADULT SUPERVISION REQUIRED.
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